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Sir Jeffrey Donaldson warned that his party is 'not going to be in the business' of implementing the divorce terms unless it believes they are right for the province.
DUP leader Jeffrey Donaldson threatens to stop all goods checks in Northern Ireland if Boris Johnson does not hold firm in protocol row with EU
The Scottish report stands out for being forward-looking, distinguishing it from piecemeal and reactive approaches found amongst “advanced” democracies and countries concerned with social justice.
Why the world should follow Scotland’s embrace of a human-rights based approach
The Border Patrol needs reform, but it can't be a rigid, top-down approach. Here are 4 ways to make changes happen - and make them last.
Want to fix the Border Patrol? Don't carbon-copy the playbook to reform police
The federal justice department is providing funding of $489,486 over three years, through its Justice Partnership and Innovation Program, to an initiative seeking to revitalize and to increase ...
Canada supports efforts to update First Nations justice system framework
Mount Kenya region risks being out of government for the next 100 years if their leaders continue disrespecting President Uhuru Kenyatta, Transport CAS Wavinya Ndeti has said. Ndeti said she was ...
You risk being out of government for 100 years, Ndeti tells Mt Kenya leaders
With its fully modular internals, the Framework Laptop is a wake-up call to the rest of the industry. But is it actually a laptop worth buying?
Framework Laptop review: Let the laptop disruption begin
Key Takeaways The PETA is responsible for majority of the rules and regulations for the protection of animals in India. The country has made numerous provisions to ensure that the speechless animals ...
Animal Protection Laws: Are The Animals Really Protected
NBA legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar writes in Jacobin about the meaning of the Milwaukee Bucks’s victory this year, and his own Bucks championship in 1971.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar What the NBA Championship Means to Me
As the U.S. recovers from the pandemic, the Biden administration is working to rebuild relationships across levels of government, from the top to the bottom, that were strained during the presidency ...
The Trump Admin Feuded With Local Leaders Over Pandemic Response. Now The Biden Admin Is Trying To Turn Back A Page In History
The Online Citizen Asia Pritam Singh calls for strong anti-discriminatory hiring laws with statutory penalties Current Affairs ...
Pritam Singh calls for strong anti-discriminatory hiring laws with statutory penalties
The European Commission last week unveiled a package of climate policy proposals it dubbed “Fit for 55,” a nod to the European Union’s goal of cutting greenhouse gas emissions by 55 percent relative ...
The EU’s New Climate Law Lays the Groundwork for Net Zero
As California seeks to improve its marijuana laws, it would also benefit if outdated and counterproductive federal laws prohibiting marijuana were finally eliminated.
Fixing California and federal marijuana laws
There are concerns a new UN biodiversity framework is not ambitious enough and calls for Australia to take a leading role ...
Nature’s Paris moment: does the global bid to stem wildlife decline go far enough?
El Salvadorians carrying banners saying “no to Bitcoin” marched in the streets of San Salvador on Tuesday, met by legislative assembly members Anabel Belloso and Dina Argueta.
El Salvadorians take to the streets to protest Bitcoin law
Sri Lanka launches the Submarine Cable Protection and Resilience Framework On 15 July 2021, at a stakeholder meeting chaired by Secretary to the President Dr. P. B. Jayasundara launched ...
Sri Lanka launches the Submarine Cable Protection and Resilience Framework
Hong Kong’s leader criticized media who published her comments in a private meeting and joked that a law might be needed to curb such reporting -- comments that are likely to fan concerns about the ...
Hong Kong Leader Jokes About Need for Law to Muzzle Media Leaks
Far-right Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban is escalating his fight with the European Union by announcing a nationwide referendum to block minors from accessing LGBTQ content.
Hungarian Leader Calls for Referendum on Anti-LGBT Law
The Pennsylvania State Police Troop N is initiating a new program called the Troop N Junior Law and Leadership Academy. The program will be Aug. 23-27 at the Kingston Armory in Kingston. The program ...
Junior Law and Leadership Academy planned
HaystackID has been selected as a winner in the Litigation & Discovery category and a finalist in the Data Privacy & CyberSecurity category in the inaugural Legalweek Leaders in Tech Law Awards, which ...
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